1. Agenda item: Corrections of the prior meeting notes –

2. Announcements and Rumor Clarification –

3. Agenda items: Update -
   a. Discussion of discontinuous UW/CC articulation loop with UW folks: Joe McCann
   b. Recent WyEPC discussion of home school administration payment for dual enrollment: Joe McCann
   c. Revision of WCCC rules
   d. GPS and WySAC conference – Jose Fierro, Dee Ludwig, Joe McCann, Jason Wood

4. Agenda item: CCW update – Jason Wood, Tim Wright, Jose Fierro, Dee Ludwig, Gerry Giraud and Joe McCann

5. Agenda item: Consideration of new program requests –
   a. Endorsement of earlier AAC email approval of NWCCD’s Athletic Training CERT program request - Sue Belish
b. CWC Meta major degree requests - Jason Wood

c. CWC Geospatial Information Science AAS degree request - Jason Wood
   Geospatial Information Science I CERT request
   Geospatial Information Science II CERT request

d. EWC Nursing AAS degree request – Dee Ludwig

6. Agenda item: Interim study of community college/UW transfer process – Dee Ludwig & Joe McCann

7. Agenda item: Your input for the a P20 SLDS System Priorities/Research Agenda Work Group regarding potential uses of this “long waited for” capability - (Martha Davey, CWC; Lisa Smith, NWC; Kim Russell, EWC; Jackie Freeze, WWCC; Lynn Fletcher, CC; Laura Yetter-Robertson, WCCC; and Joe McCann, WCCC are members of this work group.)

8. Agenda item: Possible protocol for concurrent course offerings outside a community college’s service area:

9. Agenda item: An inquiry from Dr. Jerry Meyer of the Wyoming Chemical Society – Joe McCann

10. Agenda item: An inquiry from Tom Porter of MoMetrix Company – (handout)

11. Additional agenda items:

12. The next AAC meeting is scheduled as a conference call May, 8th at 8:30 AM.